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On the Uniform Distribution of Values
of a Function mod. 1.

By Masatsugu TsuJI.
Mathematical Institute, Tokyo Imperial University.

(Comm. by T. YOSIE, M.I.A., Feb. 12, 1943.)

1. Uniform distribution of values of f(z) nod. 1.
Let f(z) be a continuous function defined for 0z<:: o and

(f(x)) =f()-[f()], so that 0 (f()) <1. Let I=[a,] (0a<:fl 1)
be an interval in [0, 1] and E(r, t) be the set of points z on the z-axis,

which lie in [0, r], such that a<: (/(z))f and mE(r, I) be its

measure. If for any /,

lim mE(r, I) =1 I i=-a, (1)

then we say that the values of f(x) distribute uniformly mod. 1.
H. Weyl1) proved that (I) the necessary and sufficient condition, that

the values of f(x) distribute uniformly mod. 1 is that

Ie"()dx o(r), (2)

for any integer a (:4:0).
(II) Let F(t) be periodic with period 1 and be integrable in

Riemann’s sense in [0, 1]. If the values of f(x) distribute uniformly
mod. 1, then

11olira N(f())d= F(t)dt. (8)
r-oo- 0

We will prove
Theorem 1. Let f(x) be a positive continuous increasing convex.

function of log , such that lim f(x) o, then the values of f(x) dis-
log x

tribute uniformly rood. 1.
Proof. Let a (=4= 0) be an integer and put t= 2af(x) (x) and

x=C(t) be its inverse function. We suppose that a:>0; the case
a <: 0 can be proved similarly. From the convexity of f(x) as a func-

tion of log x, x’(x)- (t) is an increasing function) of . If x’(x)<:K

for 0 x <2 o, then (x)-- O (log ), which contradicts the hypothesis.
’(t) is a decreasing function of t andHence lim. x’(x)= o, so that

1) H. Weyl" tber die Gleichverteilung von Zahlen mod. 1. Math. Anr 7’ (1916).
In Weyl’s paper (II) is not expressed explicitly, but (II) follows from (I) easily.

(2) (x) may cease to exist at an enumerable set of points, where we define r(x)
suitably.
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lim
t-oo -)- 0.

first prove

By (I), it suffices to prove e()dx=o(r).
0

We will

I= I:sin (x)dz=o(r). (4)

By the second mean value theorem, we have by putting p=to(r),
Po (o), r (e),

sin /(t)dt= sin t /(t)dt+ (t) sin t dtI= t

--I sin t. /(t)dt+ ’(r)[O(r)-J O(t) sin tdt
po

sint.(t)dt+-(:DPo

=I sin t. /(t)dt+ (T) O((p)) (P0 <: r <: r <: <: P)
o 0()

where =<
tkeT large that

()

,sin tC/(t)dt eO(p). Then Il1< O(P)(e+ 2s)=3r, so that I=o(r).

Similarly /:-cos q(x)dx=o(r). Hence |:-e()dx=o(r), q.e. d.

Since the Nevanlinna’s characteristic function T(r) of a trans-
cendental meromorphic function for izl<: o satisfies the condition of
Theorem I, we have

Theorem II. The values o.f T(r) distribute uniformly rood. 1.
2. Uniform distribution rood. 1 of higher dimensions.
Let Wl-’fl(Xl, ...,xn), ..., Wm’--fm(T,1, ,Xn) be continuous functions

defined for -co<x<o (i=1, 2, ..., n) and be an interval"
0 a w, /, 1 (i= 1, 2, ..., m). Let Z(r)" +--- +x, be a
sphere and E(r, 20 be the set of points (1,--., x) in S(r), such that

((fa(:c,, ..., x.)), ..., (f(x, ..., ))) lie in 0/ and 192 I, mE(r,

be the measure of 0/, E(r, 92), S(r) respectively. If for any 92,

lim mE(r, 92) 1921, (5)
V(r)

then we say that the values of (fl, ...,f) distribute uniformly mod. 1.
Similarly as (I), (II), we can prove that (I’) the necessary and

sufficient condition, that the values of (fl, .--,f) distribute uniformly
rood. 1, is that

(6)
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for any integers a, such that a I+"" +la 0.
(IY) Let F(h, ..., t) be periodic with respect to t with period 1

and be integrable in Riemann’s sense as a function of (tl, ..., t)in
0 g t g 1 (i=1, 2, ..., m). If the values of (f, ...,f) distribute uni-
formly mod. 1, then

lim 1 I:i: I F(fl(x,, "’’9 Xn), "’’g fro(Z19 oo., .))dl

=I:"" IoF(t, ..., t)dt dt. (7)

By (I’), (II’), we can prove that if the values of (f, ...,f) dis-
tribute uniformly rood. 1, then (5) holds, when I is any set, which is
measurable in Jordan’s sense and 121 be its measure.

We will prove)

Theorem III. Let P(x, ..., x,), ..., P(x, ..., x,) be polynomials,
such that

aPl(X, ..., x,)+ +aP,(x, ..., x,) = const.,

for any integers a, such that Jail+ + a, = O, then the values of
(P1, ..., P,) distribute uniformly rood. 1.

Proof. We suppose n--m-2; the other case can be proved
similarly. Let ai, a. be integers, such that ail+la.[ = 0 and put

x r cos , x.=r sin ,
2(aP(x, x)+a.P(x, x.))=ao(cos 8, sin O)rn+ai(cOS , sin 8)r"-

+’.’+a=(r, )

where a(cos , sin ) are polynomials in cos , sin and n 1 by the
hypothesis. By (I’) it sufficies to prove

[e(")rdrdO o(r). (8)
0 J0

Let ao(cos , sin ) 0 for (i 1, 2, ..., k), then ao(cos , sin )

y :> 0 for ]-1 :> 0. Let I=, (-,+) and / be the

remaining part of [0, 2J, so that [0, 2] I+I.. Then ao(cos , sin 8)
:> 0 in I. Hence lim (r, )1 uniformly in I1 and (r, ) 0

for r to, where ((r, ) means 3(r, ).
r

We put x=(r, ) in I, then

iie"(’O)rdr=i ire dx=[ er -Ie[ 1

r -o( r,l_. ), lSince in I1,
’(r, ) ($’(r, 0)

uniformly, we have

rC’(r, 8) O( 1 )o)y r

1) The case n----1 is proved in Weyl’s paper 1. c. (1).
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i 0

Since 2k is the measure of I.,

I, dO I: e’"" )rdr O(r) (11)

Since can taken arbitrarily small, we have from (10), (11),

: e’")rdrd o() q. e. d.

t w=P(z)=P(x,y)TiP(x,y) a polynomial in z=x+iy,
which is not a constant, then we s by the Cauchy-Riemann’s
differential equation, that aPl(X, y)+P(x, y) const, for any consents

Hence we have
Theorem IV. Let w=P(z) be a polynoml in z=xTiy, whh is

not a co,rant, then the valu of P(z) dtribu uniformly rood. 1.


